Labor Services Procurement:
How to Buy Brains vs. Brawn with Better SOW and
Vested Outsourcing Approaches
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• Peter Kraljikʼs 1983
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Peter Kraljic first described his Kraljic model or matrix in “Purchasing Must Become Supply Management,” Harvard Business Review (September-October 1983). The
model can be used to analyze the purchasing portfolio of a company with regard to two factors: profit impact and supply risk.
Note: 1]

Weaknesses with Kraljik Model
• The model primarily focuses on leveraging the direct
spend items versus complex indirect spend such as labor
or outsourced service.
• The Kraljik approach emphasizes simplifying and
standardizing categories to drive all sourcing into a
transactional, competitively bid model.
• The model suggests companies use leverage as a core
sourcing tactic and offers several techniques to drive
category purchases into a leveragable.

Modern Understanding of Procurement:
Not Everything is a Good Fit for “The Market”
Dr. Oliver Williamson won the 2009 Nobel Prize for his
concepts of Transaction Cost Economics.
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The “market” is not always the best fit for
procuring goods and services. More
complex services are often better suited
for a “Hybrid” approach.

Opportunity: The Importance of Innovation
• Solowʼs Law - named for Robert Solow, Nobel
Prize-Winning Economist
Economic growth is driven by “technical change”
in business process or technical improvements
in products.
Labor & physical
capital 13%

Product and
Process Innovation
87%

Solow’s Findings

P&Gʼs Approach: “Outside-In Thinking”

“For every P&G researcher,
there were 200 scientists or
engineers elsewhere that were
just as good. That meant there
was a total of perhaps 1.5 million
people whose talents they could
potentially use.”

An Alternative Viewpoint for Buying Labor
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Expand your horizon – there are different sourcing business models in
your toolkit. Use the right tool for the right job!
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The Question: What Are Companies Doing in the
Area of SOW and Vested Outsourcing?
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About the Study
The	
  labor	
  category	
  –	
  size,	
  labels	
  and	
  
deﬁni.ons,	
  metrics	
  observed	
  	
  
The	
  SOW	
  buying	
  process	
  –	
  the	
  process	
  
ﬂow,	
  division	
  of	
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  for	
  each	
  step,	
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  barriers,	
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  used,	
  
compliance/leakage,	
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  on	
  best	
  
prac.ces	
  and	
  pain	
  points	
  
SOW	
  development	
  and	
  nego9a9on	
  –	
  how	
  
companies	
  develop	
  the	
  speciﬁc	
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  they	
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  for	
  deliverables-‐
based	
  work,	
  tools	
  used	
  to	
  accomplish	
  this,	
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  they	
  collaborate	
  internally	
  and	
  with	
  
suppliers	
  and	
  at	
  what	
  point	
  in	
  the	
  process,	
  
how	
  they	
  manage	
  and	
  pay	
  for	
  the	
  
deliverables	
  once	
  work	
  has	
  begun
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3	
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1	
  

20	
  

Services	
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3	
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The Current Labor Buying Process
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Our Finding:
SOW Labor procurement follows a generic 7-step process
that is disconnected and has several weak spots.

Major Weakness: Requirements Gathering
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“End users are often very reluctant to take the time to summarize and
refine their requirements to the suppliers.”
-- Procurement Manager (Healthcare)
“If the requirements are not clear, suppliers will drive it to time-based
payments every time – less risk.”
-- Procurement Manager (Retail)

Polling Question
How well does your organization gather and define
requirements?
•Excellent
•Very good
•Good
•Some opportunities
•Major opportunities
•We are in the dark ages

Major Weakness: Contract/SOW Negotiation
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“We don’t do many outcome-based SOWs; we tend to be a bit
controlling.”
-- Procurement Manager (Oil and Gas)
“Everybody is‘special and different’…the end users that own
the relationships think we can’t negotiate.”
-- Procurement Manager (Healthcare)

Polling Question
How well does your organization negotiate and manage
Statements of Work?
•Excellent
•Very good
•Good
•Some opportunities
•Major opportunities
•We are in the dark ages
•We donʼt do SOW-based work with suppliers

Weaknesses with Kraljik Model
• The model primarily focuses on leveraging the direct
spend items versus complex indirect spend such as labor
or outsourced service.
• The Kraljik approach emphasizes simplifying and
standardizing categories to drive all sourcing into a
transactional, competitively bid model.
• The model suggests companies use leverage as a core
sourcing tactic and offers several techniques to drive
category purchases into a leveragable.

Major Weakness: Linking to Project Management
“Sourcing becomes the procurement process of getting the vendor…
it’s like 5% of the effort…while the rest of the project follows extremely rigid
standards.”
-- IT Engineer (Manufacturing)

Observation:
The labor procurement
process should have a
“punch out” capability for the
most common project
management tools so that
managers from different
functions can run the
business and technical side
of the project in parallel with
the procurement work
approval.
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Pick the Right Model for the Right Job!
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Differences in Outsourcing Models
Sourcing Model Options for Labor Services
Characteristic

Staff Augment

Labor Arbitrage/
Transaction
Based

SOW/
Performance
Based

Vested
Outsourcing

Business
Model

Overhead
reduction &
variable staffing

Variable Cost
(people &
infrastructure)

Controlled
Costs

Total Cost of
Ownership

Work
Definition

Who/How

How

How/What

What

Activities

Deliverables or
SLAs

Outcomes

Fixed Fee w/high
Margin in Base and
Small or no Margin
in incentives (or
penalties)

Pricing Model w/
Small Margin in
Base/Large Margin
in Incentives

SLA's

Insight/Vested
focus on
transformation

Defined Outcomes Hours or FTEs

Compensation
Model

Hourly/Daily
Rate

Per Task

Governance
structure

Direct
Supervision
"Boss"

Oversight/Metrics
(quality,
volume, etc.)

Zero-Sum/
WIIFMe

Zero Sum /WIIFMe Zero Sum /WIIFMe

Economics
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Win-Win/WIIFWe
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Staff Augmentation Example
• XYZ Corp requires additional staff to help finish an internal IT
project: 1 project manager, and 2 testers.
• XYZ sends the skill requirements to their approved staffing
agencies.
• The staffing agencies send pre-screened resumes for XYZ’s review
within the agreed MSA terms, time frames, and rate card ranges.
• Interviews take place, the contractors are chosen and on-boarded
and POs are issued within the agreed terms of the MSAs.
• The agencies are paid an hourly rate for the contractorʼs services
via approved time cards in XYZ’s VMS tool.
• XYZ provides the project management tools, testing scripts, work
stations, and directs the environment in which the contractors work.
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Statement of Work Example
•

XYZ Corpʼs current network infrastructure in its 65 nationwide locations
needs a refresh and equipment decommissioning. Meeting the budget
is very important XYZ Corp.

•

XYZ competitively bids the services to be performed and hires Speed
Network Design Corp. to do the work at a fixed cost within a set
timeframe. In addition, travel and expenses will be billed at cost.

•

To develop their bid, Speed Network did some site due diligence and
then estimated the time it would take their crews to review every site.
They calculated the SOW package price based on the sum of each
team member’s “loaded rate” (salary, benefits, and utilization rate)
times the number of hours estimated. They also padded the price a
little just in case.

•

Speed’s estimates are incorporated into an SOW along with a detailed
description of the tasks at hand and a lengthy assumption page to
protect them from unforeseen circumstances.
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Vested Example
• Staffing Agency ABC is a specialist in project management
staffing
• The approach is to shift from a “Staffing” model to a “Vested
Outsourcing” model
• Using an outcome-based approach, Staffing Agency ABC
– Moved to a cost pass-through of resources vs. a % markup of
resource approach
– Received a minimal profit for a fixed “management fee”
based on various staffing levels
– Became accountable for helping their client achieve success
against Desired Outcomes
– Implemented a “governance” team to review effectiveness of
overall project management staffing
– When successful, received incentive payments for achieving
their client’s Desired Outcomes

Learn More….
Vested Outsourcing is Based on research by…

Learn More…

Labor Services Procurement: How to
Buy Brains vs. Brawn with Better SOW
and Vested Outsourcing Approaches
Spend Matters/IQNavigator Webinar
27 October 2011
Presented by: Jason Busch, Executive Editor, Spend Matters

Copyright © 2011 Azul Partners Inc. All rights reserved. Not for distribution.
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Who we are: services procurement and the
Spend Matters evolution
Background
•Founded in 2004 as a consultancy, now a broader research/media organization
•Not a typical analyst, consulting or research model…
•Our parent organization now owns three of the top four procurement and supply chain
blog, media and research sites globally
•We have published extensively on services procurement technology in the past 18
months – probably more so than any other firm
The team
•Former strategy and supply chain/sourcing consultants
•Former heads of procurement
•Former traders (semi-finished, finished metals products)
•Former product managers/sales engineers in the procurement sector
The sites
•www.spendmatters.com – First blog in sector, now the largest global media site
•www.agmetalminer.com – <4 years old, largest metals publication in North America
•spendmatters.co.uk – Number 2 English language procurement site in UK/European
market
•www.hcmatters.com – Recently launched healthcare site examining clinical and vendor
supply chain management practices
Copyright © 2011 Azul Partners Inc. All rights reserved. Not for distribution.
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Vested Outsourcing provides a great overall framework for
approaching certain types of spend, but we must also consider the
broader SOW opportunity, or the services procurement “long tail”
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Copyright © 2011 Azul Partners Inc. All rights reserved. Not for distribution.

• SOW and project-based spending that falls
inside the “low”/“low” quadrant remains a
huge opportunity for most companies. It is
spend that:
• Represents the “long tail” of overall
services procurement which is often
increasing at a disproportionate rate
compared to contingent spending in
many companies
• Is not often actively managed by a
centralized procurement function
• Rarely undergoes competitive
evaluation in a similar manner to other
direct and indirect categories of spend
• A combination of technologies are essential
to get the most from SOW spend
• SOW spend platforms
• E-Sourcing/optimization
• Category-specific tools for complex
categories

| www.spendmatters.com - spendmatters.co.uk - www.agmetalminer.com
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Project-based and SOW approaches are gaining favor in
top-performing organizations…
• “Price is what you pay, value is what you
get” – cost is only one factor
• Make sure basic SOW technology can
support specific enablement needs…
• Automated invoicing and
reconciliation, blanket orders, bulk
orders, hybrid orders (i.e., with low
or high order mix), SKU and nonSKU based ordering
• Non-PO-based categories,
complex category-specific
collaboration capabilities, not-toexceed terms, discount terms,
split line items, and receiptdefined payment, etc.
• ...As well as rich category-based
functionality where required (e.g., crosschannel reporting and collaboration for
marketing spend)
• Don’t underestimate the value that esourcing can bring as well
Copyright © 2011 Azul Partners Inc. All rights reserved. Not for distribution.
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SOW and project-based results can speak for themselves

Marketing/Print

• 10–20%+ total savings with no
requirement to change creative
agencies
• 25–50% savings in categories
where existing service levels not
yet established and/or preferred
suppliers not used on a regular
basis
• Greater transparency in project
(e.g., SOW), program, passthrough, hourly and other costs

Copyright © 2011 Azul Partners Inc. All rights reserved. Not for distribution.

Legal

• 10–40%+ reduction in targeted
spending areas (e.g., paralegal,
patent) without jeopardizing
preferred provider relationships
• Greater firm transparency and
accountability
• Increased ability to budget and
plan costs (e.g., flat-fee projects)
• Greater flexibility to pursue
different relationship models
(volume discounts, at-risk or
performance-based fees)

| www.spendmatters.com - spendmatters.co.uk - www.agmetalminer.com
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Shhh…an SOW secret! Even sacred cows sometimes eat
garbage – without knowing it!
• Many areas of services spend are tightly
controlled by key business leaders who
already have preferred relationships…
• …But this does not mean that entire
categories are necessarily off limits
• Successfully engaging stakeholders requires:
• Doing homework and knowing the benchmark
• Using empathy as a tool to win detractors
• Understanding and segmenting all of the
different elements of the “sub” categories within
each area
• Getting creative with both sourcing and
supplier management strategies
• Selling the “afterlife” of category engagement:
no need to have the sacred cow eat garbage!
Copyright © 2011 Azul Partners Inc. All rights reserved. Not for distribution.
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Eight tips we’ve observed from leaders in complex category
and SOW procurement
1. Engage executives outside of procurement and invite them to help guide and set an overall noncontingent services spending strategy
2. Educate the broader organization on services procurement -- show them that it is not just about driving to
the lowest possible price, but that primary objectives are to maximize value, as defined by category
3. Consider alternative specialized services procurement solutions in addition to standard VMS
platforms designed specifically for contingent spending
4. Invest in analytics capabilities (beyond those offered by procurement vendors) that can take a highly
granular slice of services spending data—including performance and reporting—in key categories
5. Don’t underestimate the importance of investing in internal marketing, education, and compliance;
focus on adoption and usage as much as strategy, tools selection, and deployment
6. Leverage the IP (e.g., heavily customized category/process templates) and experience of technology
partners to help define optimal services category sourcing and lifecycle-management processes
7. Don’t be afraid to engage niche category specialists that offer both software and/or combined software/
service solutions in services categories (e.g., print) where significant domain knowledge can be critical
to savings and value potential
8. Measure and manage “customer” satisfaction by taking the pulse of spend owners and stakeholders
rather than just managing expectations, savings numbers and supplier performance

Copyright © 2011 Azul Partners Inc. All rights reserved. Not for distribution.
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Understanding how successful management of complex services
categories is proving transformative for top performers
• Results are leading to not just reduced costs but
entirely new ways of looking at the business
and the role of suppliers
• Driving hard dollar benefits while reducing
overall organizational compliance and exposure
through active risk management
• Competitive advantage derived from getting
more from services suppliers – analogous to
what Apple has done in the manufacturing
supply chain
• Accelerating global sales and market
penetration/reach
• Redefining what is core (and for whom) with
what is not
• Marketing
• IT
• Accounting/audit
• Legal
• Product development/engineering
Copyright © 2011 Azul Partners Inc. All rights reserved. Not for distribution.
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ABOUT	
  IQNAVIGATOR	
  
IQNavigator	
  provides	
  so8ware	
  and	
  services	
  that	
  help	
  the	
  world’s	
  best	
  companies	
  manage	
  
their	
  extended	
  workforce	
  and	
  procured	
  services	
  in	
  a	
  smarter	
  way	
  —	
  puCng	
  the	
  emphasis	
  
on	
  “IQ”	
  by	
  giving	
  companies	
  powerful	
  insight	
  into	
  and	
  control	
  over	
  the	
  way	
  they	
  source	
  
services	
  and	
  uFlize	
  their	
  extensive	
  non-‐employee	
  workforce.	
  

For	
  more	
  informaFon	
  about	
  IQNavigator	
  and	
  how	
  its	
  industry-‐leading	
  oﬀerings	
  such	
  as	
  
IQNtelligence	
  are	
  helping	
  many	
  of	
  the	
  world’s	
  most	
  respected	
  companies,	
  visit	
  
www.IQNavigator.com.	
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